be as a reality existing outside our minds. We can have clear and distinct knowledge of colors only when we consider them as sensations. If we think that we perceive color in an object, we err in equating the sensation we experience with something we suppose to be in the object.3 Sensations of color, like other sensations, are merely local motions in our nerves produced by local motions in the world outside. Descartes objected to a distinction made by some Scholastic philosophers between the " real " colors of bodies and the " apparent " colors of the rainbow. Since it is the nature of colors to appear, no valid distinctions can be drawn between the sources of color sensations. Of the local motions that excite sensations and of the sizes and shapes of the bodies moved we can form clear and distinct ideas. We can in no wise comprehend how real qualities such as color, supposed to exist in bodies, can cause local motions in our nerves. Color became virtually the test case of Cartesian metaphysics as it applied to qualities. When Robert Boyle -not a Cartesian really but very much one in this respectbegan to publish the histories of qualities by which he intended to support the mechanical philosophy, his History of Colours was one of the first in the series. So also to Robert Hooke colors appeared to be of primary importance for the mechanical philosophy.
An inveterate artisan of verbal mechanical models, Descartes employed three mechanical analogies in his treatment of light. The three agree little enough except in their mechanical nature. He explained light first as a pressure transmitted instantaneously through matter. Like the stick by which a blind man " sees " obstacles in his path, the matter of transparent bodies transmits an impulse which produces a sensation in the eye. Second, the impulse we call light is like the tendency of the juice in a barrel of grapes (our mechanic philosopher savours a drop of the organic here) to flow out of a hole in the bottom while the grapes remain stationary. In the third example pressure gives way entirely to motion, and light is compared to a moving ball.4 To explain the laws of reflection and refraction, Descartes relied on his third analogy; from it he was able to derive for the first time (in print) the law of sines for refraction. Color likewise was explained by the third figure. Some surfaces deaden the motion of the particles of light, as sand destroys the motion of a ball falling into it. Such surfaces appear black. Others, which reflect them without altering anything but direction, appear white. Still others give the particles a spinning motion like that of a tennis ball hit with a chopping stroke; such spinning motions produce the sensations of color.
In the Dioptrique Descartes did not attempt to explain color more fully; the theory of the rainbow in the Meteores required that he do so. If his explanation of the rainbow were valid, colors must be produced by refraction -by a single refraction which is not reversed by a second one. When a beam that has undergone a single refraction is limited by darkness or shadow, colors are produced. The corpuscles at the edge of the beam find themselves confined between quiescent particles to one side, and moving ones to the other. The combined pressures operate to change their speed of rotation. If the quiescent particles are on the side toward which the beam is refracted, the particles of light " do not rotate as fast as they move rectilinearly," and blue results. On the opposite side of the beam contrary stresses cause the particles " to turn with more force than to move rectilinearly," and red appears.5 When the corpuscles turn with a speed equal to their forward velocity (by which Descartes seems to have meant the motion of a rolling ball) light produces the sensation of white. As the speed of rotation increases, colors toward the red end of the spectrum appear; as it decreases, colors toward the blue end. All color sensations can be referred to a common source; a simple rotating motion. Since Descartes held that surfaces reflecting light can impart similar rotations, he considered refraction, not as the sole cause of colors, but as the simplified case allowing analysis.6 Light passing through a refracting medium normally undergoes two refractions, one at each of its surfaces; if the surfaces are parallel, as in a pane of glass, the second refraction, in Descartes' opinion, reverses the first and destroys its effect. His problem was to isolate a single refraction, and the prism with one face set perpendicular to the incident ray allowed this to be done.7 Although the appearance of the prismatic spectrum had been known at least since the age of Seneca and had been a common citation in medieval treatises, Descartes established its role in seventeenth century optics when he saw in the prism the ideal instrument to establish his theory. In designing his experiment, he had one point to demonstrate -that a single refraction generates colors. The details of the experiment naturally derived from its purpose. The prism would have to be moveable so that its face could be set perpendicular to the sun's rays. It would be convenient to have the screen that would receive the image moveable with the prism. Descartes set the prism on a board that was held more or less horizontal. A hole in the board allowed a small beam to pass. A second board, attached perpendicularly to the first and thus roughly vertical, served as the screen to receive the image. Descartes' spectrum thus had a trajectory of only a few inches in which to spread. Since it was intercepted by a screen that cut it at roughly a 45? angle, the possibility of observing dispersion was obscured. The relatively small refracting angle of the prism (30? to 40?) -undoubtedly chosen for its convenience in this arrangement -further obscured the possibility.8 For all that, Descartes' diagram clearly shows the rays of the spectrum diverging. They diverge, however, at much the angle of convergence of the incident beam from the sun. The diagram shows the rays at one side of the beam incident from one edge of the sun, and those at the other side from the other edge. If he intended the dispersion of the refracted pencil of rays to differ from the 31' of the incident pencil, the man who had just announced the law of sines had an obvious explanation at hand.
5 Les meteores, Discours 8; Ibid., 6, 331-4. mentum crucis; Newton invariably set the 6 Ibid., 6, 335.
second prism in a position opposite to the first. 7 Surely Descartes' insistence on a single re-8 Ibid., 6, 329-30. Descartes does not explicitly fraction that is not destroyed by a contrary say that he used boards; they are just opaque one determined one aspect of Newton's experislabs which I have assumed to be boards.
In formulating his theory of colors Descartes self-consciously played the rebel, casting out the peripatetic doctrine of qualities and colors in order to substitute a mechanical explanation. Little did the rebel comprehend how closely the bonds of tradition still confined him. Even in rejecting the peripatetic doctrine, he accepted, unquestioned and apparently unperceived, basic assumptions concerning colors. Employed throughout the Scholastic investigations of the rainbow, these assumptions traced their ancestry beyond Aristotle to earlier stages of Greek philosophy.
Aristotle had adopted the theory of Anaximenes to explain the colors of the rainbow. He maintained that the colors appear when sunlight is mixed with the blackness of a cloud. Aristotle's treatment of the rainbow appears to stand in some conflict with his other discussions of light and color. Whereas, in De Anima, he considered light to be the instantaneous activity of transparent media and colors the terminating surfaces of visible bodies, he treated light in the Meteorologica as a substance modified into colors by the medium through which it passes.9 The seeming incompatibility of the two positions gave rise to the discussions among the Scholastics as to the reality of the rainbow's colors. One of the problems set for seventeenth century optics by Descartes -and triumphantly solved by Newton -was to find a single explanation for all the phenomena of color. Nevertheless this problem does not materially affect Aristotle's conception of colors, which in either case considers them to be mixtures or compounds.10 The fundamental assumption of this conception of colors, stated from the point of view of the Meteorologica, holds colors to be modifications of pure light. A second assumption equates strength with brilliance. Thus red is considered the nearest approach to white -produced when strong light is modified by a dark medium or reflected from a dark surface. As the strength of light declines and the admixture of darkness increases, there appear first green and finally violet, dark, weak, and the last step before blackness. These three colors Aristotle held to be primary; the other colors are produced by further compounding the three compounds of darkness and light. In accordance with his general treatment of qualities Aristotle's conception of colors bases itself on a third fundamental notion -namely, that all of the colors fall on a scale between the contrary extremes of black and white.,1
Medieval optics quickly moved beyond Aristotle's understanding of the rainbow. But if it comprehended the production of the bow in a different manner, it did not challenge his doctrine of colors. The seeming embodiment of common sense, it appeared neither to invite questioning nor to require alteration. Grosseteste, for example, defined color as light mixed with a transparent medium (lumen admixtum cum diaphano).12 Media can vary in purity, and light in brilliance and density; from the various combinations of the three variables the different colors arise. Although Albertus Magnus did not accept all of Grosseteste's theory of the formation of the The strength of red now had a mechanical equivalent, it is true, the high angular velocity of the particles of light, and the weakness of blue was referred to a low angular velocity. But the colors continued to be ranged on a scale between extremes as indeterminate as Aristotelian black and white -if anything, more indeterminate since they were imaginary velocities of unobservable particles. Perhaps nothing reveals Descartes' submission to the peripatetic tradition more clearly than his treatment of purple. To his eye purple revealed a spark of vivacity and radiance, a touch of incarnat, which was wholly incompatible with the languid rotation of the blue corpuscles. Purple appears, he decided, when the combination of forces working to slow down the blue-producing particles causes some of them to flip over. As the hands of a watch turned on its face would appear to one looking through its back to be moving counter-clockwise, so now the initial spinning motion of the particle would be effectively reversed in relation to it neighbors, and the forces earlier working to slow it down would become accelerators. Hence the vivacity of purple on the side of the dullish blues.'7 Descartes' conception of color revealed its agreement with the Aristotelian especially in its continued reliance on the idea of modification. Perhaps it is not wholly fanciful to see in Descartes' condition, that the refracted beam must be terminated by a dark quiescent medium, another facet of his Aristotelian heritage. 
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his normal Baconian delight in phenomena as such helped to determine the lines along which he exploited his inheritance. As a chemist he was interested primarily in changes in the composition of substances. Most of the Experimental History of Colours is devoted to observations relating changes of color to changes in the mechanical arrangement of parts. When he dealt with " emphatical" colors produced by a prism, he was not consciously simplifying the phenomena of color to their clearest example; he was merely adding, ant-like, another grain to the growing heap of experimental evidence. Boyle was interested in colors, any colors. He placed the prism so that the incident beam fell directly on one angle and was thus as it were split in two, with each half refracted by a different face of the prism. By a combination of refractions and internal reflections four irises and four uncolored images emerged. Boyle's eyes seem to shine with delight -here were colors indeed! Far from wishing to simplify the experiment to deal with a single spectrum, he was more apt to desire a version producing eight irises. It is true that Boyle modified the experiment in one instance by covering the face of the prism except for a tiny hole, thus reducing the " prismatical iris into a very narrow compass ..." The tiny iris thus formed he examined with a microscope -to announce that the colors were apparent even on the microscopic scale. Boyle's purpose in the prismatic experiment was to demonstrate that "emphatical" colors are no less real than, and indeed no different from, other colors. Further reflecting and refracting the image, he recorded, did not cause the iris to lose its colors. One time he reflected the iris to a focus with a concave mirror. Another time he refracted it with a large double-convex burning glass so that " one part of the iris might be made to appear either beyond, or on this side of the other parts of the same iris; but yet the same vivid colours would appear in the displaced part (if I may so term it) as in the other." 25 How nearly these experiments approach to some of Newton's. How nearly -and yet how deep the chasm still to be crossed. Perhaps it was mere chance that he failed in either experiment to bring the iris to a true focus, but it was hardly an accident that he failed to appreciate the fact of differential refraction spread directly before him. Boyle's experiments were performed within a framework of ideas which governed the evidence he sought. His use of the word " iris " to indicate the colored image is indicative of his conceptions. He did not mention divergence of the refracted beam, and the apparent short trajectory (he mentions using the floor to receive the image) did not allow it space to become manifest. Boyle was interested only in demonstrating the reality of prismatic colors -" reality" meaning virtually " durability " in this case -and his experimentation was planned with that in mind. On the following page he proceeded to examine how colored papers appear in candlelight. The entire Experimental History of Colours is a fascinating study in Baconian futility. Only when its loving accumulation of facts was replaced by a systematic plan of experimentation inspired by a new idea was the riddle of color solved.
In the same period of a few years during which Boyle was completing his History of Colours and Newton initiating his career in experimental optics, Robert Hooke was also investigating colors. Although Hooke presented a brief and devastating critique of the Cartesian theory of colors in his Micrographia, he was fully under the domination of the Cartesian vision of nature.26 In the preface he had proclaimed what the microscope might accomplish -that it might increase mechanical knowledge by enabling men " to discern all the secret workings of Nature, almost in the same manner as we do those that are the productions of Art, and are manag'd by Wheels, and Engines, and Springs, that were devised by humane Wit." 27 The very mechanical genius that picked out the deficiencies of the Cartesian model so keenly would not allow him to stop with destruction. In his optical work at least Hooke seems to be driven by a compulsion to translate ideas into picturable palpable images. He seems unable to do otherwise. The flimsiest evidence sets him at work constructing a model. As in the case of Descartes, his experimentation with colors was guided by that end. " There must be therefore some other propriety of refraction that causes colour," he concluded the critique of Descartes. " And upon the examination of the thing, I cannot conceive any one more general, inseparable, and sufficient, than that which I have before assign'd." Nothing in the passage suggests actual experimentation; Newton seems to be trying merely to explain commonly observed fringes. If the explanation proves anything, it is that simplification and clarity were not to be reached down this road. Evidently Newton found the going as rough as the modern reader does; he did not attempt to follow this approach again.
Rather Newton turned in a different direction and took the second major step in his optical work, condensing the dismaying complexity into a simple experiment. Newton's argument in Part II of the Lectiones, and in the popularized version which he sent to the Royal Society, constitutes a reasoned attack on the doctrine of modification. If the fact of differential refraction takes a leading position in the argument, its function is to support more fundamental concepts-that white light (that is to say, normal sunlight) is a heterogeneous mixture, and that the phenomena of color are produced by a process of analysis, whether through refraction or reflection. Thus the observations taken from Boyle that he included in the 1672 paper depend on analysis without refraction. Similarly the ingenious experiments with the colors of thin plates, begun in the notebook investigation, completed in the unpublished Discourse of Observations (1675), and ultimately published in the Opticks, were intended to demonstrate that analysis explains the colors of bodies as well as it explains the prismatic spectrum. Newton's theory was expounded specifically in refutation of those with which he was most familiar, the theories of Descartes and Hooke. Individual passages in the Lectiones and in the paper of 1672 reveal that both men were very much in mind as Newton wrote. The discussion of the prismatic spectrum refers explicitly to their insistence on the necessity of a dark medium limiting the beam, and of course denies it. Newton asked if dispersion might be due to a spinning motion acquired by the corpuscles in refraction which would cause their paths to curve; the reference to Descartes is evident. In a curious passage Newton inquired if dispersion could result from " contingent irregularities" in the glass. Obvious means of eliminating that possibility spring to mind; he could have shifted the prism a little, used another angle, used another prism. Instead he refracted the dispersing beam through a second prism set in reversed position immediately beyond the first; by this means he restored the round white beam and demonstrated that dispersion is the regular product of an ordered cause and not an accidental phenomenon. 43 The experiment was important in the necessary demonstration that white light can be recomposed, but the discussion of it is couched entirely in terms of irregularities in the glass. Passages in Descartes and Hooke, which exploit a similar idea, help to illuminate Newton's procedure. Descartes' explanation of a comet's tail hinges upon the hypothesis that light reflected from the comet is dispersed by a surface in the sky where corpuscles of different sizes meet.44 Hooke developed a theory Since he agreed that all rays of light have a common velocity, differences in " magnitude, strength or vigour," could only mean differences in the first of these.
One facet of this theory on which Newton insisted is its relation to the law of sines. Once the dispersion of light in refraction was established, the orderly procedure of nature was called into question unless the difform nature of light were admitted. If the contention asserted by Hooke after the paper of 1672 were true, that dispersion is generated in refraction, then refraction is a fortuitous process not governed by law. By applying the law of sines to each species of ray, Newton reaffirmed it.
A necessary consequence of the new theory of color is the immutability of rays. By refraction and reflection they can be mixed and separated, but in their connate properties of refrangibility, reflexibility, and propensity to exhibit a certain color they remain unchanged. seen through the prism. In one of his most beautiful experiments he arranged a cogged wheel between the lens and the focus so that, as it turned, the cogs intercepted some of the converging rays. As the wheel turned slowly, a succession of colors flicked on the screen. When the speed of rotation increased until the succession could no longer be distinguished, the focus again appeared white. White, that is to say, is not to be identified with any single physical entity; it is the sensation produced by a heterogeneous mixture of all the rays. Grey and black differ from it in intensity alone; considered as colors they are identical to white. To demonstrate this point Newton reflected beams of sunlight from colored surfaces onto a white paper. In each case the paper displayed the color of the surface, that is, the color exhibited by the rays that the surface reflected most copiously. When a black surface was used, granting of course that it reflected very little light, the paper displayed white.
In shattering the conception of color as a scale of gradation between opposing qualities, Newton made possible their mathematical treatment. Once again the affinities of his theory with the new philosophy of nature is evident. Light and heavy were no longer considered as opposites, but as degrees of the same quality; the same was true of hot and cold. Newton now identified colors with given rays possessing other objective, measurable qualities. Degrees of refrangibility could be arranged on a single absolute scale, whereas a scale stretching from white to black necessarily lacked an absolute reference. The subjective sensation of color became little more than a convenient symbol to signify the measureable entity.
In both mechanics and mathematics Newton's achievement represents the culmination of earlier work. No predecessor, however, made straight the way for a new theory of color. In the face of a long tradition sanctified by its seeming embodiment of common sense, he was able to recognize its assumptions, conceive of others, and in the end maintain them victoriously. To realize that familiar objects may be conceived in wholly unfamiliar terms is not an easy matter. How difficult an intellectual feat it was is revealed by the case of Descartes, who consciously rejected tradition but was unable to recognize that the dictates of common sense concerning color belonged to the tradition as well. It is revealed also by the reaction to Newton's theory, especially on the part of men like Hooke and Huygens. Even with the theory spread before them supported by experimental proofs they were unable to dispense with the familiar objects of intellectual furniture. Huygens never did accept the new theory. Perhaps it was necessary that Newton should take the initial step, the hardest step, at the very outset of his scientific career, before the tradition had become a part of his nature too intimate to be recognized and considered objectively. Be that as it may, he did take the step, and turned the theory of colors upside down by employing a wholly novel idea. More clearly than anything else in his career, Newton's work in optics reveals his power of original thought.
